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Michelin&#39;s European atlases have an exciting new look inside and out. The new cover design

highlights the focus on road travel adventures and discovery, while inside, the new, simplified page

numbers make it easy to locate the next page of the journey. Small locator maps on each page

clearly situate the map page within the context of the larger area for better navigation. Extremely

practical town and city map pages include a map of the town center and the surrounding area. Of

course, all the atlases feature Michelin&#39;s accurate mapping, updated each year by dedicated

Michelin teams, where you&#39;ll find Michelin picks for scenic drives
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Good, detailed maps, but it seems the places were wanted to go were often on the spiral seam and

that made it difficult at times. If you are driving a car in Italy, it is invaluable. It was a much better

resource than the gps we bought for the trip! After we returned, we loaned it to some friends to use

on their trip and they found it useful, too.

I'm using this as a trip planning tool and it also will be backup to a GPS, so I was just looking for

maps that would show a larger view of the roads/cities. Nevertheless, I was hoping for better

detail.Since the whole book is bulky and our trip is in northern Italy, I just removed the appropriate

pages. I'll reassemble the book when I get back.I also agree with another poster that downloading

detailed maps for my tablet so I don't have to be connected to expensive data is a good alternative.



We used this for a driving tour of Italy in addition to a GPS. It is very helpful to be aware of the next

towns coming up since that is what the roadway signs direct you to. Only the Autoroute's get you

places by the route number and even those are sometimes two, three, and more simultaneous

designations. We drove from Rome to Sorrento to Spoleto and Montefalco , Deruta, Assisi,and

Perugia and to Bologna and back to Rome with only minor problems. Could have used city maps of

Assisi and Perugia.

Detailed small segments, but inadequate Autostrade markings. Needs a better overall map of the

entire country.

Only used this a few times, but there are times that a map is more useful.Had no problems finding

routes and cities. It will stay in the vehicle.Google maps lead my son astray once on this trip, so it's

always good to have paper maps when headed off the beaten track!

Worked out great for our recent travel to Italy. Roads over there are confusing on a good day, but

this detailed map got the job done.

I am old school and like a hard copy map. Michelin gives you points of interest and highlights what

they think are scenic roads.(they can be wrong) The scale of this book is 1 to 300,000, which is

more detailed than 1 to 400,000 but not as good as1 to 200,000 Overall, very usefull in trip planning.

The map book gave us a good sense of the roads and directions in Italy. We used it when our GPS

was having problems. It was also very important to have so we would know the directions of the

cities. The road signs show the distant cities not the north/south/east/west I am use too. We used

the GPS to know the details the maps gave us a sense of direction.It was very helpful to have

peace of mind!
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